Memories of My Father, Bert Aggas
By Judith Bayes (nee Aggas)
In 2010 fame came to the villages of Kibworth
Beauchamp, Kibworth Harcourt and Smeeton
Westerby. Renowned television historian, Michael
Wood, produced a fascinating series for the BBC,
following the history of England as experienced by
the three villages.
During the filming of The Story of England I was
contacted by Michael’s production company and
asked if I would take part, and to talk to Michael
about my father, Bert Aggas. It seemed that as
Michael had started his early research he had come
across the name time and again, and wanted to know
more about the “indefatigable Bert Aggas”.
The Early Years in Kibworth
Bert, my mum Jean, older sister Penny and I moved
to Kibworth in 1964, just a couple of months short of
Bert Aggas, late 1990s
my 3rd birthday. I’m not sure if I really can recall
that time, but I know that Bert used to go searching among the footings of the new houses on
the Weir Road development looking for any remnants of pottery or other historic artefacts.
I think that my earliest certain memories of local history go back to the excavation that he and
George Yates [a fellow local historian] carried out, of a Roman site on fields to the north-west
of Kibworth Harcourt [Banwell Furlong], close to the mediaeval windmill site. [In 2009 the
Hallaton Fieldwalkers geophys survey revealed the massive extent of this Roman habitation].
I well remember, even as a primary school
pupil, helping to look for shards of grey
earthenware pottery, Samian ware and
anything else that appeared to be man made
and of ancient provenance. My funniest
recollection is of the vinyl roof of George’s
car being eaten by the cows in Michael
Stops’ field. Our family became good
friends of the Stop’s family and to this day
my sister Penny keeps in close contact with
Pat who now lives at Slawston. Pat can
recall her youngest son, Bruce, being so
excited when Bert gave him a shoe box of
Samian ware found at Roman site
shards of Roman pottery from the fields.
in Kibworth, 1968
I can recall how Bert painstakingly searched through the pottery finds and re-assembled
substantial parts of cooking pots, jugs and the like – each piece numbered and recorded.
There was great excitement when anything as large as a quern was unearthed, and likewise
large fragments of the beautiful orange Samian ware. Brooch pins came to light when the
earth was carefully sifted, and the odd bead and spindle weight.
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I was also fascinated by the very detailed
drawings that were done of each of the test
trenches – Bert’s early training in
draughtsmanship and his engineering eye
helped him immensely, and he recorded his
digs and research in comprehensive reports.
Whenever Michael Stops ploughed we
would take a car ride up to the farm and
walk the fields – heads down, eyes searching
the earth for any tell tale signs of previous
human habitation. Even to this day I can’t
walk across a ploughed field without looking
Examples of archaeological finds in Kibworth
to the ground and searching out artefacts.
by Bert Aggas & George Yates, late 1960s
Digging the garden at home in Clipston is a
bit of a slow process – always searching for something of interest.
Another interesting Roman dig was the villa site at West Langton. This revealed many
interesting artefacts and quite high status finds. Bert was so pleased to find the remains of a
mosaic floor, though possibly less pleased when my sister, Penny, and I dug our own small
trench and laid our own “floor” from some of the more random pieces of tessera. [This site
was included in an episode of Time Team, Channel 4, February 13th 2011].
Beyond the Romans
Bert’s more general interest in local history
began to widen out to any subject that took
his fancy. Locals would bring items of
interest to the house in Springfield Close,
and Bert made it his task to let the local
farmers know that they should keep an eye
out for pottery etc.
One of the most interesting digs that he
became involved in was the Bronze Age
Example of drawing of archaeological site in
Beaker burial on the top of Smeeton Hill in
Kibworth by Bert Aggas & George Yates, 1968
1975. I can clearly remember standing on
top of that great hill, with the most wonderful views across south Leicestershire, whilst
into1976 Bert and George followed up the official archaeological dig, convinced that there
was more to be found – and indeed there was. I remember pieces of beaker no bigger than a
thumbnail, and shards of bone. For the 1983 local history display, in the newly opened
Market Harborough Building Society office in Station Street, I can recall helping to put
together a model of the burial, using good old Plaster of Paris, and my Airfix skeleton!
Bert collected anything and everything to do with the history of Kibworth. At antiques fairs
he would always keep an eye open for unusual old postcards, or pottery with some reference
to Kibworth. He also had a passion for photography. I well remember the downstairs
cloakroom at Springfield Close being used as a temporary darkroom, with an old bedspread
hung over the door to prevent the light getting in, and once inside this cave the glow from the
red bulb, and the peculiar smell of the developing chemicals. I was always fascinated to
watch the image start to appear on the paper. Bert took hundreds of photos of the houses of
Kibworth and many of these are now in the care of the History Society. I was asked to try
and identify the location of some of the photos recently, and thoroughly enjoyed “walking”
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the streets of Harcourt using Google Street View! I
was thrilled to be able to identify all of the photos
that I was asked to look at, including a photo of the
old blacksmiths house in Main St, with me standing
next to the original bellows [I think I must have been
aged about 10]. Bert was always ready to try and
record anything that might be about to disappear, or
be in the process of disappearing! I can recall the
hurried dash to the Old Manse in Harcourt when
someone had made Bert aware of a bonfire of
contents having been lit, after the death of the owner.
Bert was horrified to find numerous old glass
photographic plates, smashed and burning. I seem to
remember that he managed to save a very small
number.
I also recall visiting the White House on the bend of
the A6 in Harcourt, whilst it was being renovated.
The house was extremely dilapidated and in need of
extensive works. These included the unbricking of
various locations, and I’m sure I remember the
grizzly find of an entombed skeleton. It was also
fascinating to see the old bread oven being revealed
in the Post Office at Smeeton.

Young Judith Aggas in the Old
Smithy, Main St, Kibworth Harcourt

Bert kept many old maps of the surrounding area, and I can remember one occasion, when he
was abroad on one of his many work-related trips, Councillor Sheila Leslie-Miller coming to
ask if we could find the name of a field just off Weir Road, as the Council wanted to approve
street names, and would have liked some historical connection. The field name turned out to
be fairly common and so could not be given to the road as it may have got mixed up with a
road of the same name in another nearby village.
In the early 1970’s Bert assisted Cicely Howell, of St Anne’s College, Oxford, with her
detailed research on Kibworth Harcourt for her book, Land, Family & Inheritance in
Transition [Cambridge University Press, 1983]. There is a lovely letter [dated August 1983],
from “Sally” tucked inside Bert’s copy of the book. In it she refers to the time taken to
produce the book but is obviously proud of the finished version. She thanks Bert for his help
and says how much she enjoyed “those Kibworth days!”. She also mentions a visit to
Australia, and her thoughts that she might settle there “if I like it” – which she obviously did
as that is where she now resides with her husband. I remember her as being a lovely,
fascinating lady and am sure that Bert respected her greatly. I like to think that this was
mutual.
Perhaps one of the most interesting finds from a personal perspective was something that was
not found by Bert. One evening he gave a lecture at what was then The Rose & Crown public
house. I can’t recall to whom the lecture was given, nor even the specific topic, but a lady
brought with her a fragment of pottery that she thought might be of interest. It turned out to
be a part of a handle and name plate from a stoneware beer jar [circa mid to late 19thC], and
bearing the name “J Aggas”. She had found it in the sludge dredged from the bottom of the
canal basin at Foxton Locks, and realising that the name was somewhat unusual had thought it
may be of interest. Mother still has this memento hanging on the wall of Bert’s old study in
Herefordshire. He was able to identify the original owner as having been a shopkeeper in
Market Harborough, whose next door neighbour had been Thomas Cook of the travel agency
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fame. This Mr Aggas was not a direct ancestor, but Bert was able to identify the said person
on our extended family tree.
Family History
And that was another of Bert’s interests. Long before the days of the “Find my Past” or
“Ancestry” websites, or the BBC’s “Who do you think you are”, he was driving back and
forth to The National Record Office, and to locations in Norfolk, Suffolk & Staffordshire.
Luckily the surname was unusual, and the family lived for several hundred years on the
border of Norfolk and Suffolk. Norwich Record Office became a familiar haunt, and we
spent many family holidays in those two counties, encompassing family research. This
included visits to many churches and rectories, and diligently pouring through old records of
births, marriages and deaths. Not only did he love to put together the “tree” as far back as he
could, but also to try and find any links or interesting facts. He was fascinated by the turns of
fortune, such as the incarceration in the poor house within only a couple of generations of a
will leaving farms to sons and substantial amounts of money to daughters. He also loved the
link to George Heath, the “Moorland Poet”, who had died tragically young in Staffordshire,
and to his mother’s side of the family who had had a bobbin mill in the Lake District.
To the Crimea and beyond
In 1980 the family history research took a back seat to the research of another family, with
whom we have no ancestral connections. Mother and father loved to visit the local antiques
fairs, and so the chance to rummage around the stalls in the open air at West Langton Hall
was not to be missed. I can recall them coming home and mother saying that she had found
an old diary, wrapped in brown paper and titled “My father’s diary”. They had leafed through
the handwritten pages, found a few pen sketches, and decided £2.00 wasn’t much to forgo
even if it proved to be a boring reflection of Victorian daily life. I can well remember Bert
sitting down to try and decipher the writing, and it starting off in a fairly ordinary way - “1852
Friday August 20th - Sketched the cottage on the hill above Bryn Aber. …. had a regular
scramble over the hills – got home with a basket of wild flowers and two tired ladies – Marion
and my mother.” It was only as he began to randomly flick through the pages that he became
more excited. He was sure that he had found references to “Sevastopol” and “Balaklava”, and
sure enough it turned out that the diary had been written over a period of 4 years by a chaplain
in the Royal Navy, who had served in South Africa and then in the Crimea. Bert managed to
find living relatives, including a great granddaughter living in Northampton. He obtained
photographs of the man and his family, put together a family tree, and visited the churches in
Shropshire and Cheshire where he had become Vicar. He also found family links to Mary
Webb, the Shropshire Poet, and to Captain Webb, the first channel swimmer. The diary
writer also turned out to be a very early photographer and the diary is littered with references
to this pastime [as well as shooting and stuffing any bird that moved or happened to alight on
the ship!]. I think that Bert always had aspirations to put the diary into print, but somehow
this never came to pass – probably due to his myriad other interests!
The Framework Knitting connection
Bert had originally come to Leicester from his home town of Leek, Staffordshire, to work as
an apprentice engineer. He eventually became the Sales Director of a knitting machinery
import business, and it was this technical knowledge, combined with his local history
activities, that led to his interest in framework knitting. In many ways this combined most of
his skills and passions, and I can only suppose that my mother was somewhat relieved when
he decided to extend the Springfield Close house, including the addition of a study and a
doubling in size of the garage – “Bert’s famous garage” as Michael Wood referred to it in the
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Bert Aggas at a frame knitting machine

TV programme. For Bert’s interest in framework
knitting went beyond photographing a few former
framework knitters’ cottages in Kibworth &
Smeeton, or the old Johnson & Barnes factory. It
Tim Aggas at a frame
also included the acquisition of several old frames, a
small number of Griswold sock machines and any
other related artefacts. The frames were generally in poor condition and were to be renovated
over a number of years. Bert’s eye for detail meant that this included casting his own sets of
latch key needles, and bringing the machines back to life wherever possible. I can recall
sitting on the frame in the study, trying to get a row of stitches onto the fabric, but without
success. The Griswold sock machines were much easier to get going and we even made some
rather rudimentary socks, albeit of odd sizes and shapes, and somewhat holey!
The enlarged garage became the perfect workshop for setting up the frames and taking them
back to basics, before painstakingly cleaning the
parts and reassembling. I’m not sure what happened
to them all, but do know that at least one went to
Japan, one to Germany, one to Scotland, and I think
possibly two to the museum at Ruddington. The first
three going to knitting machinery manufacturers for
pride of place in their foyers.
Bert spreads his wings!

George Yates & Bert Aggas
demonstrating a frame knitting
machine in Kibworth

Eventually the frames had to take a back seat in the
garage. Bert’s local history research had widened
out into more recent times – namely the 2nd World
War. My little brother, Tim, and I had developed a
very strong interest in military aviation, and would
get Bert to take us to air shows all over the country.
Tim and I spent many happy hours glueing and
painting plastic kits, and Bert could not resist
purchasing the highest quality large scale car kits, of
metal, leather etc, to create engineered works of art.
I can’t quite recall how doing a bit of research on the
airfields at Harborough and Husbands Bosworth
turned into actually excavating crashed remains, but
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needless to say Bert approached those digs in the same meticulous way as he had approached
Roman digs. He would research the history of the planes, obtain all necessary Air Ministry
permits, and of course the landowners’ approvals. With interested acquaintances from nearby
Gumley, we would then take out the metal detector and from eye witness accounts locate the
approximate area. My recollection is that we located Wellington bombers at Gumley and
Marston Trussell, an Air Speed Oxford between Gumley and Smeeton, and a Spitfire at
Stonton Wyville.
The Marston Trussell Wellington had crashed in the lake, and when the lake was dredged we
took the metal detector and found significant amounts of the geodetic air frame in the huge
mounds of sludge. We did laugh when Bert walked to the top of the mound and made the
mistake of stopping, and found himself sinking into the mud!
The Air Speed Oxford had been captained by a young Canadian, who had been killed along
with his crew, on impact. [The bodies had been recovered at the time of the crash, hence the
approval from the Air Ministry to excavate]. In the dig we found a gold signet ring,
somewhat deformed but nonetheless identifiable as having the pilot’s initials engraved
thereon. Bert found out that the pilot’s mother was still alive, and via the Air Ministry the
ring was returned to her in Canada.
The Spitfire had been piloted by an Air Transport Auxiliary who had baled out over Stonton
Wyville. Eye witness accounts suggested that the Spitfire had nosedived into the ground and
that, at the time, the “back end” had been recovered with the remainder being left in the
ground. The trusty metal detector helped to locate these remains, and a preliminary dig
revealed that there was likely to be most of the engine, propellers etc in the ground. A team
of willing volunteers, and a mechanical digger, were procured and the dig took place. I can
recall, from that dig particularly, the smell of engine oil percolating through the clay. This
dig was recorded on video, and Tim and I also took a lot of photographs. The Rolls Royce
Merlin engine was located, part excavated, then hauled from the Leicestershire clay and
trailered back to Kibworth, along with the huge 20mm wing mounted cannons. The video
shows the engine being hosed down and gradually installed on an engine mount in the garage.
Bert painstakingly teased every last bit of clay from the Merlin. The two cannons contained
live shells within their barrels and so were collected by the Bomb Disposal Squad based at
RAF Wittering. After being made safe Bert fetched them back, mounted on the roof of his
car! He then had to apply for a Fire Arms Licence, and this meant a visit from the police fire
arms officer. He visited when Bert was at work, and Mum and I pointed him in the direction
of the garage. He came back a few moments later, somewhat puzzled. “Can you show me
where they are?” I took him back
through and pointed to them, leaning
against the far wall, just beyond the
Merlin. “Oh, I thought they were bits
of drainpipe”!!
Another slightly unusual addition to
the “garage” contents was the bomb
shrapnel from Gumley. The story was
that German bombers had offloaded
their bombs after turning back from
Coventry. A stick had landed on the
parkland opposite the cricket ground.
Bert’s garage with Vampire jet and Woolatt frame
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Again the trusty metal detector came
in handy, and Bert began to dig up

pieces of shrapnel, potato sized. Each piece went into the pockets of my wax Barbour coat,
until all of a sudden I tried to walk and found myself rooted to the spot by their sheer weight!
Bert also recorded the loss of more recent aviation history, including the scrapping of Cold
War fighters – which must have led to one of the strangest insurance claims. He had been
photographing the interior of a plane and been distracted, and the camera, left in the cockpit,
was damaged beyond repair as the scrapping began. This interest in later aircraft also led to
one of his oddest acquisitions – the cockpit and front end of a Vampire jet. My husband, Bill,
often tells the story of how he would drive up the Close and the garage door would open to
reveal the Vampire jet looking directly at him!
Pastures New
When Bert got the chance to retire a few years early he jumped at the chance – all that time to
be able to devote to doing the things he wanted to do – although it never seemed to have
stopped him in the past! He and Mum decided that they wanted to move to Herefordshire, a
part of the country that he in particular had grown to love over the years since Penny had
made it her home. It would also allow them to see her and her growing family more often.
They moved to a lovely bungalow in the “black & white” village of Weobley, just a few miles
from Penny’s home of Brinsop Court, a beautiful moated manor house.
A new village and new location just meant new opportunities to broaden his research.
Penny’s home had a long history that included having been lived in by William Wordsworth’s
brother-in-law, Thomas Hutchinson, and being mentioned in Kilvert’s Diary. Wordsworth
was a frequent visitor. Bert was understandably fascinated by this history. Also, his son-inlaw, Tom, was from a family that had a well documented history, his grandfather having been
a member of the South African Parliament and a friend of Sir Winston Churchill – indeed one
of Tom’s uncles had been married briefly to Churchill’s daughter. Tom’s grandmother [Lady
Mary Bailey] had been a famous aviatrix of her time, having flown solo to South Africa from
England, and back, in 1928, and Bert’s assistance with research is mentioned in the
acknowledgements for a book about her [Throttle Full Open: The Life of Lady Bailey, Irish
Aviatrix; Jane Falloon, Lilliput Press Ltd].
The Final Chapter
Bert died from a sudden heart attack on April 20th 2001 – two things worth mentioning. One
is that he had just returned to the bungalow - from a meeting of the Weobley Historical
Society; the other is that at almost exactly the moment that he passed away I had finished
reading the book about Lady Bailey, the
aviatrix, and was so looking forward to
phoning him the next day to say how
much I had enjoyed the book.
A Return to Kibworth
When I returned to Kibworth on 20th
March 2010 to attend the “Roadshow” it
was almost a case of de ja vu. Walking
into the “new” school buildings on
Smeeton Road I remembered the
exhibition that Bert and George had put
together on the history of Kibworth for
the1976 Kibworth Festival. All of a

Local history exhibition, led by Bert Aggas: being
part of the Kibworth Festival 23-31 Oct 1976
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sudden the exhibits that they had staged came to mind - the numerous display sheets of card
with photographs, and “tea stained” facsimiles of old papers; the flint arrow head and brooch
clasp; pieces of Roman and mediaeval pottery; typed labels to inform the visitors; the
Griswold sock machine; and numerous other artefacts.
Thanks to The Story of England [Michael Wood, Viking:Penguin Books, 2010] I have now
realised just how apt Michael Wood’s words were - “the indefatigable Bert Aggas”.

Judith Bayes [nee Aggas]
February 2011

Examples of reports by Bert Aggas:
'Record of Flint Arrow Head found at Weir Farm Estate, Kibworth Beauchamp' May 1965
'Evidence of Romano-British Habitation at Kibworth Beauchamp' Oct 1965
'Evidence of Romano-British Habitation at Kibworth Beauchamp, report 2' Jan 1966
'Romano-British Site at Kibworth Harcourt, an interim report' 1968
[Kept at the Leicestershire County Council Environment and Heritage Services (Museum)
Department at County Hall, Glenfield, Leicester.]
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